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Robust Near-Field Adaptive Beamforming
With Distance Discrimination

Yahong Rosa Zheng, Rafik A. Goubran, Member, IEEE, and Mohamed El-Tanany

Abstract—This paper proposes a robust near-field adaptive
beamformer for microphone array applications in small rooms.
Robustness against location errors is crucial for near-field adap-
tive beamforming due to the difficulty in estimating near-field
signal locations especially the radial distances. A near-field re-
gionally constrained adaptive beamformer is proposed to design a
set of linear constraints by filtering on a low rank subspace of the
near-field signal over a spatial region and frequency band such
that the beamformer response over the designed spatial-temporal
region can be accurately controlled by a small number of linear
constraint vectors. The proposed constraint design method is a
systematic approach which guarantees real arithmetic imple-
mentation and direct time domain algorithms for broadband
beamforming. It improves the robustness against large errors in
distance and directions of arrival, and achieves good distance dis-
crimination simultaneously. We show with a nine-element uniform
linear array that the proposed near-field adaptive beamformer is
robust against distance errors as large as 32% of the presumed
radial distance and angle errors up to 20 . It can suppress a
far field interfering signal with the same angle of incidence as a
near-field target by more than 20 dB with no loss of the array gain
at the near-field target. The significant distance discrimination
of the proposed near-field beamformer also helps to improve the
dereverberation gain and reduce the desired signal cancellation in
reverberant environments.

Index Terms—Dereverberation, distance discrimination, inter-
ference suppression, microphone array, near-field beamforming,
regionally constrained beamforming, robust adaptive beam-
forming, robustness against location errors.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T IS WELL KNOWN that dynamically adaptive beam-
formers can achieve better performance than fixed-weight

beamformers of comparable sizes when background noises and
interference are time-varying or their locations and statistics
are unknown [1, p. 349]. Unfortunately, adaptive beamformers
suffer from performance degradation when there are signal
steering errors and other array imperfections [1]–[3]. The
problem of array’s sensitivity to signal location errors becomes
more pronounced in near-field adaptive beamforming than
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in conventional far field beamforming, because the three-di-
mensional (3-D) near-field signal location is more difficult to
estimate than the two-dimensional (2-D) direction of arrival
(DOA) in far field cases. The accuracy in distance estimation is
particularly low [4] resulting in unacceptable performance of
near-field adaptive beamformers. As a rule of thumb, near-field
beamforming is required to avoid severe performance degrada-
tion when the signals are located within the radial distance of

, where is the size of the array and is the wavelength
of the operating frequency [5], [6]. These situations arise, for
example, in applications of microphone arrays in small rooms
and automobiles which involve time-varying signals and fast
changing environment. Consequently, robust techniques that
can tolerate large distance and DOA errors are required for
near-field adaptive beamforming.

Currently, research on near-field adaptive beamforming
remains very scarce in the array processing literature. The ma-
jority of near-field beamforming techniques are fixed-weight
or “statically” adaptive beamforming methods which are either
designed for specified beamformer responses [6]–[8] or opti-
mized for certain noise and interference environment [9]–[12].
To be adaptive to the changing environment encountered by
near-field beamforming applications, one approach is the
two-mode method proposed in [10]. This method first gathers
information on the acoustical environment and adapts the beam-
former weights to the gathered data, then uses the obtained
weights “statically” in the actual operation mode. It has been
used in hands-free speech pickup in moving vehicles with some
performance improvement over fixed-weight beamformers.
However, frequent offline calibration is required to account
for the changing environment. An alternative approach is the
two-stage method [13], [14] which uses several fixed-weight
near-field beamformers in the first stage to focus on the desired
and interfering signals. It then employs a standard adaptive
noise canceller in the second stage to adaptively suppress the
noise and interference. The two-stage system is certainly more
complex than a single stage adaptive beamformer and it re-
quires the absence of the desired signal during data adaptation.
Thus a voice activity detector (VAD) is required and a nonideal
VAD will degrade the performance of the two-stage system
substantially. In both approaches, the weight vectors of the
near-field beamformers remain fixed during their operation.

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no report on
dynamically adaptive near-field beamformers due to the robust-
ness problem. The large number of research papers on robust
adaptive beamforming deal with the far field case only (see [15]
and the references therein for a thorough review of this area).
Within these far field robust adaptive beamforming techniques,

1063-6676/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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several approaches have been developed for robustness against
location errors. These include linearly constrained minimum
variance (LCMV) beamforming [16]–[20], eigenspace-based
beamforming [21], [22], diagonal loading [2], [23], [24] or
quadratically constrained beamforming [25], [26], and other
nonlinearly constrained beamforming [27]–[29]. The LCMV
approach is the most commonly used adaptive beamforming
method. Robust LCMV methods utilize linear constraints to
control the beamformer’s power response [16]–[19] or the
power response of the spatial blocking filter [20] of the gen-
eralized sidelobe canceller (GSC) structure. The robustness
against location error is achieved by reduced sensitivity in
the look direction via eigenvector constraints [16]–[18] or
derivative constraints [19], [20]. Eigenspace-based beam-
forming and diagonal loading methods are known to provide
robustness against location errors as well as other types of
array mismatches [23]. They have been developed for far field
narrow band signal sources using both linear constraints and
quadratic constraints. Soft quadratic constraints have also been
used in [25] to trade off robustness against location errors and
degradation on beamformer responses. Among the nonlinearly
constrained robust adaptive beamforming methods, Sondhi
and Elko [27] have used fourth-order constraints to enable a
gradient search algorithm. Hoshuyama et al. [28] have taken an
extraordinary approach which employs nonlinearly constrained
adaptive spatial blocking filters and a norm-constrained side-
lobe canceller in the GSC structure. With a very small linear
array of only four elements, this approach achieves outstanding
robustness against the target direction error as large as
with steep transitions from the desired region to the interfer-
ence region. This method has been reformulated by [29] into
frequency domain implementation. In principle, all of these far
field robust adaptive beamforming methods have the potential
of being extended to or modified for near-field adaptive beam-
forming. However, their effectiveness in near-field adaptive
beamforming has not been investigated.

In this paper, we propose a regionally constrained beam-
forming method for near-field robust adaptive beamformer de-
sign. We extend the idea of the far field eigenvector constrained
LCMV beamforming [3], [16] to the near-field scenario. The
reason for choosing the eigenvector constrained LCMV method
is that we are able to establish a direct relationship between
the desired near-field target region and the eigen-structure of
a near-field signal distributed over this target region. We show
that a low rank subspace representation provides sufficient
approximation to the near-field regional signal. By filtering on
this signal subspace, the proposed method provides a systematic
constraint design which can accurately control the beamformer
response over the target region. The beamformer’s robustness
against location errors is then achieved via unit gain constraints
over the target region. The advantages of the proposed method
are its robustness against large errors in distance as well as in
DOAs, and its direct and effective control over a specified re-
gion. Similar to the far field eigenvector constraint method, the
near-field regionally constrained adaptive beamformer is also a
direct time domain method for broadband beamforming which
guarantees dynamic adaptation using standard iterative algo-
rithms. It can efficiently utilize the array’s degrees of freedom

with real arithmetic implementation, thus the complexity of the
beamformer is significantly reduced.

Another advantage of the proposed near-field beamformer
is its capability in distance discrimination. Many existing
near-field beamforming methods, either fixed-weight or stati-
cally adaptive, emphasize only on improving the array response
and array gain for near-field signals [6]–[12], [30]. The potential
of distance discrimination of near-field beamforming has not
been fully exploited. Distance discrimination is the capability
of near-field beamforming to discriminate signals with the same
angle of incidence but originating from different distances [31].
This scenario arises when a strong wall reflection or noise
source originates from a location behind a desired near-field
signal. The simplified far field beamforming method has no
means of separating them. Ryan and Goubran [31] have shown
that enforcing a null constraint on the interference location
reduces the array gain and robustness. They proposed a method
of imposing a soft null constraint on the far field interference to
trade off the far field interference reduction and the array gain
at the near-field focal point. With the proposed beamformer in
this paper, better distance discrimination is achieved inherently
with the regional constraints designed for robust beamforming.
The proposed beamformer can simultaneously improve the
distance discrimination and the robustness against location
errors without additional constraints. It can effectively and
adaptively suppress far field interference with the same angle
of incidence as the desired signal, and the desired near-field
signal is preserved with no loss of array gain.

The performances of the proposed near-field adaptive beam-
former will be evaluated in Section IV in terms of its robust-
ness against location errors, distance discrimination, interfer-
ence suppression, and dereverberation. We show, using the ex-
ample of a nine-element uniform linear array, that the proposed
near-field robust adaptive beamformer can tolerate a distance
error as large as of the presumed radial distance and a
DOA error as large as . Its robustness against DOA errors
is comparable to the existing far field robust adaptive beam-
forming schemes. Its robustness against distance errors cannot
be achieved by far field beamforming and has not been reported
by other near-field beamforming methods. Its distance discrim-
ination is significant. When the constrained region is properly
designed, the proposed near-field adaptive beamformer can ob-
tain more than 15 dB attenuation outside the constrained dis-
tance range. Its capability of uncorrelated interference suppres-
sion is demonstrated via simulation examples that involves far
field interference from the same DOA as the desired signal
but at different distances. The proposed beamformer can sup-
pressed the near or far field interfering signals by more than
20 dB. For applications in reverberant environments, the pro-
posed near-field adaptive beamforming method is applied to a
nested linear array [14] consisting of seventeen elements which
is subbanded into three subarrays for the speech frequency band

. The compound array achieves good de-rever-
beration gain of 5 to 7 dB in the two lower subbands. Only
a slight signal cancellation of 3.0 dB occurs in the high sub-
band which is hardly noticeable in subjective listening tests.
The overall quality of the array output is improved over the re-
verberant speech.
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II. NEAR–FIELD ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMING

Consider a broadband array beamformer with elements
and taps attached at each element. The elements of the array
are located at in a
spherical coordinate system, where , , and denote the
radial distance, azimuth angle and elevation angle, respectively.
Without loss of generality, the coordinate system is defined such
that its origin is at the phase center of the array. If the signal
target is located at with , where
is the largest array dimension and is the operating wavelength,
then the near-field propagation model is required and the near-
field steering vector of the array beamformer is defined as [1]

(1)

where the superscript represents transpose, and is the fre-
quency, is the propagation speed, and

are the distances from the signal source to the phase center of
the array and the th element, respectively. Let the input vector
of the array beamformer be the concatenated snapshot samples
grouped into an -dimensional vector denoted as

, where is the time instance. The beamformer output
can be expressed in matrix form [3] as , where

is the concatenated weight vector of the beamformer, and the
superscript represents complex conjugate transpose. Using
the LCMV method, the near-field adaptive beamformer tries to
minimize the output power subject to some constraints. That is

(2)

(3)

where is the covariance matrix of the concatenated
input vector, i.e., with being the
expectation operator. The matrix is the constraint matrix and

is the desired response vector. If the dimension of is ,
then (3) is a set of linear constraint equations controlling the
beamformer response.

The optimal solution to the constrained minimization
problem is well-known [3]

(4)

The optimal weight vector can be decomposed into two
orthogonal components: a fixed beamformer and an uncon-
strained adaptive weight vector . They are determined by

(5)

(6)

where is termed the signal blocking matrix. It is orthogonal
to and satisfies . This decomposition is known as
the generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC) [3].

Fig. 1. Constrained spatial region 
 = (��r;���;���). The presumed
focal point is x = (r ; � ; � ).

The iterative solution to using the normalized least mean
square (NLMS) algorithm [1, p. 311], [34, p. 432] is

(7)

where is the step size, and is the error defined by
.

This decomposition provides important insights for adap-
tive beamformer design. Since the fixed beamformer is
independent of the array input data and it is in the constraint
subspace which spans the columns of the constraint matrix ,
the beamformer response is deterministically controlled by the
fixed beamformer for the source sample space in the con-
straint subspace. Selection of constraint equation can be viewed
as a deterministic beamformer design problem. For example,
a simple point constraint may be chosen as and

, which enforces a unit gain response at the location
and the frequency . Since each column of uses one

degree of freedom, efficient utilization of the array’s degrees
of freedom becomes important for sufficient control of the
beamformer response while giving enough degrees of freedom
for data adaptation. In Section III, we will first develop a
subspace representation for broadband signals over a near-field
spatial region, then design our regionally constrained near-field
adaptive beamformer through filtering on this subspace.

III. PROPOSED ROBUST NEAR-FIELD BEAMFORMING

A. Near-Field Signal Representation

Consider a signal source over a normalized angular frequency
band and a spatial region around
the estimated focal point , as shown in Fig. 1.
Denote the signal source sample vector by and its power
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spectrum density by . The source sample covariance matrix
observed at the array beamformer is

(8)

where is the near-field steering vector defined in (1).
Let the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix be

and be the corre-
sponding eigenvectors. The source sample vector can be
represented by the discrete Karhunen-Loève expansion [32]
as , where . Truncating the
sum of results in a low rank approximation of the source
sample vector

(9)

Equation (9) is the most efficient rank representation of
the signal source in the second order statistics sense. The eigen-
values represent the energy of the source sample vector pro-
jected onto the basis vectors . The representation dimension

is selected to obtain a required approximation error de-
fined as

(10)

For a broadband signal located on a single spatial point, it has
been found [33] that the eigenvalues of the signal decrease
rapidly when , where , and is the
normalized length of the observation time window. For near-
field signals impinging on an array, the observation time
is a function of the source location. It is determined by

(11)

where for
. Note that is the number of array elements,

is the length of the tapped-delay-line, and is the sampling
frequency.

For a point source, it has been found that over 99.99% of the
energy is concentrated in the first eigenvalues [16],
[33]. For a regional signal source, on the other hand, we find
that a much larger is required to represent it with the same
approximation error. For example, Fig. 2 shows several approx-
imation error curves obtained by a nine-element linear array for
signals distributed in different spatial regions with
and varying from 0 to 20 . The array is located along the

-axis, thus does not affect the Karhunen-Loève expansion.
The normalized signal bandwidth is . The el-
ements of the array are uniform with spacing, where
is the wavelength of the high frequency edge. The size of the
array is and the focal point is assumed at

. Each element has . It is clearly
shown that the required number of eigenvalues increases dra-
matically as the angle increases slightly. For the approxima-
tion error of , a point source (curve A, )

Fig. 2. The Karhunen-Loève representation of a broadband signal source—the
approximation error by the first L eigenvalues.

requires largest eigenvalues. If , then in-
creases to 34 (curve B). The corresponding values for curves
C to G are 42, 56, 63, 72, 81, respectively. This is intuitively un-
derstandable because the signal energy is not concentrated on
a point but spread out over the entire region. For a fixed ,
changing also changes the eigen-structure and the approx-
imation error curve. The eigenvalue distribution of the covari-
ance matrix depends not only on the bandwidth and the length
of the tapped-delay-line , but also on the location, size, and
shape of the spatial region .

The implications from Fig. 2 are a low rank subspace of a
signal source can be used efficiently to represent the signal
source, hence, it is sufficient to control the beamformer response
by filtering on this subspace through the constraint equations;
although a regional source requires much larger number of
eigenvalues than a point source, its low rank approximation still
provide great savings in the degrees of freedom in controlling
the beamformer response.

B. Near-Field Regionally Constrained Adaptive Beamforming

Based on the Karhunen-Loève expansion of the near-field
signal source described in Section III-A, we are now ready to
present the constraint design method for the proposed regionally
constrained near-field adaptive beamformer. Assume a flat spec-
trum of the signal source within the frequency band . Then the
covariance matrix defined in (8) can be computed numeri-
cally

(12)

where , and is a real matrix formed by selecting
points in the spatial region and points in the frequency band

(13)
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here and are, respectively, the real and
imaginary part of the steering vector at the point

defined in (1).
Meanwhile, the beamformer responses at these points can

be controlled by defining the constraint equation as

(14)

where is the desired response vector defined by

(15)

and is the group delay of the signal location relative to
the array coordinate origin and are the desired amplitude re-
sponses. Unit gain response is enforced by setting , and
the group delays to the temporal center of the beamformer.
The formulation of the matrix and the vector guarantees
that the resulting beamformer is implemented by real arithmetic.
Besides, the beamformer is internally steered to the focal region
by the group delays. Thus no presteering is required and its as-
sociated presteering errors are reduced.

To efficiently utilize the degrees of freedom available in the
adaptive beamformer, the low rank representation of is
computed through the singular value decomposition (SVD)
[34, p516] of the matrix

(16)

where is the diagonal matrix containing all singular values
of in descending order. The columns of and

are the corresponding singular vectors. The singular values
of are related with the eigenvalues of by
for . Therefore, a rank representation of
corresponds to a rank approximation of . That is

(17)

where . The columns of and
are, respectively, the columns of and corresponding

to these singular values.
Replacing the matrix in (14) by its rank approximation

(17) yields . An efficient design of constraint
equation is readily obtained as

(18)

The complete design procedures of the proposed regionally
constrained near-field adaptive beamformer are summarized as
follows.

1) Select a large number of points and in a specified
constraint region and frequency band , respectively;
Form the matrix as in (13) and the desired response
vector as in (15);

2) Perform the singular value decomposition (SVD) of .
Find the matrices , and as in (16);

3) Specify an approximation error . For example, an
error level of is sufficient for unit gain constraints.
Then find the required number of constraints by com-
puting the approximation error as in (10);

4) Form , , and by choosing the largest singular
values in and the corresponding column vectors in
and , respectively;

5) Compute the linear constraints and as in (18);
6) To implement the adaptive beamformer in the GSC struc-

ture, compute as in (5) and as in (6) or (7).
For better numerical precisions, the number of points

may be chosen very large. However, we found that the number
of constraints does not increase with . It only depends on
the spatial region , the frequency band , the focal point lo-
cation , the geometry of the array, and the number of taps

in the tapped-delay-line. Moreover, since constraint design
is always done offline, the computational complexity associated
with a large does not affect the computational complexity and
the convergence rate of the resulting adaptive beamformer. They
depend mainly on the number of constraints and the degrees
of freedom for data adaptation . Through the most effi-
cient low rank approximation, the proposed design method uses
the smallest number of constraints to achieve sufficient con-
trol over the specified region. Consequently, the total degrees
of freedom can be selected smaller than point-constrained
beamformers and it results in better computational efficiency.

The proposed constraint design method for robust near-field
beamforming is a direct extension of the far field eigenvector
constrained LCMV beamforming proposed in [16]. It is not only
suitable for controlling the beamformer response for a robust
adaptive beamformer, but also effective for designing a fixed
near-field beamformer. If we choose , the constraint ma-
trix uses all degrees of freedom, then a fixed beamformer results.
Some weighting functions, such as the Chebyshev function may
be used to shape the beamformer response in both the frequency
band and the spatial region. This is analogous to the weighting
window method of finite impulse response (FIR) filter design
[35], which is applied simultaneously in the frequency domain
and 3-D space domain in the near-field beamformer design.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Adaptive beamformers are evaluated in terms of the beam-
former response, the output signal-to-interference-and-noise
ratio (SINR), the array gain, the array sensitivity, and the white
noise gain. The beamformer response is defined as [3]

(19)

It is a function of the spatial point and the normalized fre-
quency . Array beampattern is the squared magnitude response
of the beamformer given by .

The output SINR is determined by

(20)

where is the covariance matrix of the interference and
noise. Array gain is the improvement in SINR due to beam-
forming. It is the ratio of the beamformer output SINR to the
input SINR. Array gain sensitivity is the array gain due to signal
mismatches normalized with respect to the array gain at the
focal point [2].
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The white noise gain is a robustness measure of adaptive
beamformers. It is defined as the inverse of the norm of the
weight vector [2]

(21)

It is bounded by the number of array elements . A small
corresponds to a super-gain or super-directive beamformer [8].
However if the white noise gain is too small, the beamformer is
ill-conditioned and the robustness of the beamformer is poor.

A. Array Gain Sensitivity

First, the array gain sensitivity of the proposed adaptive
beamformer is compared with a near-field fixed beamformer
and a near-field point-constrained adaptive beamformer. Com-
parison to other robust adaptive beamforming methods are
also included. The example of a nine-element microphone
array is used to illustrate the performances of the proposed
near-field regionally constrained adaptive beamformer. The
normalized frequency band of interest is .
Each element has . The array elements are uni-
formly placed along the axis with spacing, where is
the wavelength of the high frequency edge of the frequency
band. Thus the size of the array was . The presumed
focal point was well within the near-field of the array at

.
The near-field regionally constrained adaptive beamformer

was designed using the proposed method outlined in Sec-
tion III-B. The constrained frequency band was and the
constrained region was chosen as ,
and . The linear array located along the -axis has no
resolution on the elevation angle . Thus does not affect
the constraint design. The resulting constraints used
degrees of freedom of the beamformer. Thus the adaptive beam-
former had 147 degrees of freedom for dynamic adaptation. A
near-field point-constrained adaptive beamformer was designed
using the eigenvector constraint method [16]. It used
constraint vectors to ensure unit gain at the focal point and
over the frequency band. A near-field fixed beamformer was
also designed by optimization under the far field spherically
isotropic noise field [31]. It was designed to focus at the same
focal point as the adaptive beamformers. Its weights remained
unchanged after the optimization.

The array gain sensitivity of the three beamformers were
evaluated as functions of source locations, shown in Fig. 3.
The array gain sensitivity as a function of the radial distance
is plotted in Fig. 3(a). It is a measure of robustness against
location error as well as the capability of distance discrimi-
nation of near-field beamformers. The solid line shows that
the point-constrained adaptive beamformer is very sensitive
to distance errors. It has strong capability of discriminating
signals located at different distances along the same direction as
the desired signal. The dash-dot line shows that the regionally
constrained beamformer was able to maintain unit gain in the
constrained range of . Meanwhile, it achieved 15
dB attenuation at distances outside the range of .
This means that the proposed beamformer has greatly improved
robustness against distance error while maintaining sufficient

Fig. 3. Array gain sensitivity as functions of the source location. All
three beamformers have nine equi-spaced elements covering the frequency
band B = [0:22; 0:44]. The size of the arrays is 4� and the focal point is
x = (5�;90 ; 90 ), with � being the wavelength of the high frequency
edge. The regionally constrained beamformer is designed with �r = 0:1r
and �� = 4 . Distances are normalized with respect to r . (a) Distance
discrimination, evaluated at � = � . (b) Robustness against DOA error,
evaluated at r = r .

distance discrimination outside the target region. In compar-
ison, the dashed line shows that the fixed beamformer is robust
but has no advantage in distance discrimination.

The array gain sensitivity versus the DOA is plotted in
Fig. 3(b) with the radial distance . The point-constrained
adaptive beamformer had a very sharp spike at the look direc-
tion, as shown by the solid line. A small DOA error would result
in dramatic reduction of the array gain to below . Its ro-
bustness against DOA error is clearly very poor. In comparison,
the proposed regionally constrained adaptive beamformer main-
tained a high array gain in the target DOA region of while
achieving strong attenuation outside the target region. The fixed
beamformer, on the other hand, is very robust against the DOA
error. However, it does not provide adequate attenuation outside
the target region.

It is noted that our near-field adaptive beamformer achieves
similar robustness against DOA error as the far field robust adap-
tive beamformer proposed in [28]. Compared to curve D in
Fig. 4 of [28] obtained by a four-element uniform array using
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Fig. 4. Array gain sensitivity for different allowable location errors in
distances. The constrained region has a fixed�� and varying�r. (a) Distance
discrimination, evaluated at � = � . (b) Robustness against DOA error,
evaluated at r = r .

far field beamforming techniques, our regionally constrained
adaptive beamformer exhibits slightly inferior transitions (not as
steep) from the constrained region to the outside of the region,
but achieves slightly deeper attenuation when the DOA error is
large which means better suppression of the noise and interfer-
ence from those regions. In addition, our regionally constrained
near-field beamformer achieves distance discrimination at the
cost of a few more array elements than the far field beamformer
which does not have resolution in distance. The curves A and
B in Fig. 4 of [28] obtained by the far field fixed beamformer
and the point-constrained adaptive beamformer are very similar
to the performances of the near-field ones in Fig. 3(b), respec-
tively.

Next, we demonstrate that the proposed adaptive beamformer
has accurate and sufficient control over differently constrained
regions. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the regionally constrained
adaptive beamformer were designed for different constrained
regions with various values of and . All other parameters
were the same as those in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4, all curves had the same constrained angle .
The constrained distance increased from for curve

Fig. 5. Array gain sensitivity for different allowable location errors in
DOA. The constrained region has a fixed �r and varying ��. (a) Distance
discrimination, evaluated at � = � . (b) Robustness against DOA error,
evaluated at r = r .

to for curve . Fig. 4(a) shows the array gain sensi-
tivity versus distance. Unit gain over the constrained distances
was well controlled by the proposed beamformers. The smaller

resulted in better attenuation outside the constrained dis-
tance. Even with the constrained distance as large as of
the focal distance , more than 15 dB attenuation was achieved
outside the region of . Fig. 4(b) shows the array
gain sensitivity versus DOA error. Curves to obtained accu-
rate control of unit gain over the region and deep attenua-
tion outside the constrained region. Curves and had slightly
reduced gain at the edges of the constrained DOA region. The
reduced robustness against DOA error was traded off with their
robustness against large distance error . The limitations on
the size of constrained regions are due to the size of the array.

In Fig. 5, all curves had the same constrained distance range
. The constrained angle increased from 4

for curve to 20 for curve . Fig. 5(a) shows the array gain
sensitivity versus distance. Better distance discrimination was
achieved when was smaller. For a small sized array as the
one in this example, constraining over a large DOA region was
obtained at the cost of reduced distance discrimination. Fig. 5(b)
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shows the array gain sensitivity versus the DOA error. Unit gain
over the target angles was well maintained by the designed con-
straints. The smaller , the better attenuation outside the con-
strained distance. Even with the target DOA region as large as

, strong attenuation of more than 25 dB was achieved out-
side the constrained region. It is noted that curve A has much
deeper attenuation outside the constrained region than the other
curves. The exceptional better performance of curve A is due
to the match of the constrained region with the capability of the
array.

Similar to Fig. 5(b), comparable performance curves were
also presented in Fig. 8 of [28] for the far field adaptive beam-
former with allowable DOA errors varying from 4 to 20 .
Again, steeper transitions were achieved by the far field adap-
tive beamformer of [28] for all allowable error regions; while
the proposed near-field adaptive beamformer obtained slightly
better attenuation outside the constrained region with curve A.

The curves in Figs. 4 and 5 provide some insightful guide-
lines for design trade-offs in choosing the size of the constrained
region. Array beamformers have inherent limitations similar to
the basic limitations of FIR filters. The smaller the array, the
less capable of the beamformer. The farther the focal point away
from the array, the less effective the distance discrimination. If
the constrained region is too large or the desired response is too
stringent, then it will result in an ill-conditioned beamformer
weight vector with large norm and poor robustness. On the
other hand, forcing exact responses over the constrained region
does not necessarily translate into high SINR at the beamformer
output. On contrast, allowing a slightly higher approximation
error may free more degrees of freedom for data adapta-
tion. Consequently, interferences and noises can be better sup-
pressed and higher SINR may be obtained.

B. Performance of Uncorrelated Interference Suppression

Two examples are presented here to elaborate the advantages
of the proposed beamformer in robustness against location er-
rors and distance discrimination. The first example compares the
robustness of the regionally constrained adaptive beamformer
and the point-constrained adaptive beamformer used in Fig. 3.
Both beamformers were adapted at the presence of one desired
signal and two interfering signals and using the NLMS
algorithm. All signals were uncorrelated, band-limited to ,
and with a power of 20 dB above the background noise. The
presumed focal point is for both beam-
formers. The constrained region of the proposed beamformer
is and . The desired signal is off
the focal point at . The two interfering signals

and were located at and ,
respectively. The converged beamformer responses were then
evaluated at several in-band frequencies, as shown in Fig. 6.
The beampatterns in Fig. 6(a) shows that the point-constrained
beamformer suppressed all three signals including the desired
one, although the location error of the desired signal was very
small. The output SINR was , which indicates that the
point-constrained adaptive beamformer is of no practical value
in most near-field applications. Fig. 6(b), in contrast, illustrates
that the proposed regionally constrained beamformer was able

Fig. 6. Beampatterns of the near-field adaptive beamformers with location
errors. The presumed focal point is x = (r ; 90 ; 90 ). The desired signal
s is off the focal point at (0:9r ; 88 ; 90 ). The interfering signals are
s and s located at (r ; 50 ; 90 ) and (r ; 120 ; 90 ), respectively. (a)
Point-constrained beamformer. (b) Regionally constrained beamformer.

to preserve the desired signal with unit gain while placing deep
nulls at the interfering signal locations. It achieved 25.6 dB
SINR at the output. Similar performances were obtained when
the desired signal was located at any point within the constrained
region, including the presumed focal point. The results shown
in Fig. 6 are consistent with those in Fig. 3.

The second example demonstrates the advantage of the pro-
posed beamformer in distance discrimination compared to the
fixed near-field beamformer. In this experiment, a total of four
signals were used with the first three signals , and being
the same as those in Fig. 6. Another interfering signal was
added at location , directly behind the desired
signal . All four signals were received with 20 dB power at
the array center. They were uncorrelated and band-limited to

. The regionally constrained beamformer was adapted at the
presence of the four signals plus background noise and the con-
verged beampatterns were evaluated at the semi-circles with
radii and , respectively, as shown in Fig. 7(a).
The solid line for shows that the beamformer sup-
pressed the interference by 22 dB. Note that this attenuation
was achieved by the adaptive beamformer only—the attenuation
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Fig. 7. Distance discrimination of the near-field beamformers. The signals s ,
s and s are the same as those in Fig. 6. The additional interfering signal
s is at (15r ; 90 ; 90 ), directly behind the desired one s . (a) Regionally
constrained adaptive beamformer. (b) Fixed beamformer.

by propagation was not included. The dashed line for
shows that the desired signal was passed with unit gain while
and were suppressed by the deep nulls. The proposed beam-
former achieved an array gain of 15.7 dB and a white noise gain
of . Meanwhile, the beampatterns of the fixed
beamformer were also evaluated at the same two semi-circles
and shown in Fig. 7(b). The fixed beamformer could not sup-
press the interference signals adaptively by placing deep nulls at
their locations. The interfering signal was passed with almost
no attenuation. The array gain was only 4.9 dB and the white
noise gain was . If a soft constraint was placed
at the far field signal during the optimization process as pro-
posed in [31], the resulting fixed beamformer improved its dis-
tance discrimination at the cost of a reduced gain for the desired
signal and a reduced white noise gain. In the four signal sce-
nario, the soft-constrained fixed beamformer obtained an array
gain of 5.8 dB and a white noise gain of . The
proposed regionally constrained beamformer achieved nearly
10 dB higher array gain with a better white noise gain. The ad-
vantage of the proposed beamformer in distance discrimination
is clearly demonstrated.

C. Performance in Reverberant Environment

The proposed near-field robust adaptive beamforming
method has been applied to a practical microphone array design
to demonstrate its performance in reverberant environments.
A 17-element nested array was used to cover the speech fre-
quency band of . They were grouped into three
subarrays covering the three subbands ,

, and with sam-
pling frequencies being , , and

, respectively. Therefore, the normalized fre-
quency of the lowest subband was and that of the
two higher subbands was . The subarrays each
had nine elements uniformly spaced at 20.0 cm, 10.0 cm, and
5.0 cm, respectively, which are the half wavelength of the high
frequency edge of the corresponding band. The subarray ele-
ments were super-imposed and harmonically nested resulting
in a total of 17 elements. The multirate subband beamforming
technique [14] was then employed with three subband robust
adaptive beamformers designed using the proposed regionally
constrained near-field beamforming method. The presumed
focal point was . The constrained
distance was or equivalently from 0.8 m to 1.2
m. The constrained azimuth angles were 16 for the low
subband beamformer, 8 for the middle subband beamformer,
and 4 for the high subband beamformer. All subband beam-
formers used thus, each having degrees
of freedom. The designed subband beamformers used 112, 89,
and 73 linear constraints, respectively.

The reverberant room had a size of 5.0 m 4.0 m 3.0 m.
The nested array was located along a wall at a height of 1.2
m above the floor.The reverberation of the room was simulated
by the image model [36] with the reflection coefficients of the
walls being 0.8 and those of the ceiling and floor being 0.6. The
reverberation time of the simulated room was approximately

, which is typical for realistic office rooms.
A synthesized female speech was used as the target signal lo-

cated within the constrained region. It was received at the array
center with 20 dB power above the background white noise. The
reverberation of the signal was generated by convolution of the
signal source with the simulated impulse response of the room.
No other uncorrelated interference was present in the room. The
subband adaptive beamformers were adapted using the NLMS
algorithm and their outputs were combined via a synthesis filter.
After the convergence, the power spectrum density (PSD) of the
combined output were computed, as shown in Fig. 8. The dif-
ference between the PSD of the clean target signal and that
of the adaptive beamformer output indicates the approxi-
mate amount of the desired signal cancellation. In the low and
middle frequency bands, the signal cancellation was very small
although the reverberant interference was larger in these bands.
In the high frequency band, the signal cancellation was about
3.0 dB. Good de-reverberation gains were also achieved by the
lower subband beamformers. The improvement in SINR was 7.0
dB for the low subband and 5.2 dB for the middle subband. This
was because the reverberant signals were virtually originated
from far away locations and the lower subband beamformers
were able to suppress them with good distance discrimination
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Fig. 8. Input and output PSDs of the subband array beamformers in
the reverberant room, where s indicates the desired signal input, s the
reverberant interfering input, and y is the output of the fixed beamformer
optimized with the far field isotropic noise field, y is the output of the
dynamically adaptive beamformers designed by the proposed method.

obtained by the larger subarray sizes; while the constrained dis-
tance region of 0.8 m to 1.2 m was close to the far field of the
high subband array whose size was only 0.4 m, thus its distance
discrimination was limited. Since the reverberant interference is
dominant in the lower frequency bands, the overall quality of the
beamformer output was improved over the reverberant speech
and the signal cancellation was hardly noticeable in subjective
listening tests. As a comparison, subband fixed beamformers
were also designed for the same nested array with the same
three subbands using the optimization method described in Sec-
tion IV-A. The PSD of the compound fixed beamformer output
is also plotted in Fig. 8. The PSD of the fixed beamformer does
not exhibit signal cancellation. Instead, it has slightly higher
power at some frequencies than the desired signal mainly due
to the leakage of the reverberant interference in the output. The
peak at which the arrow points clearly shows the effect of the
reverberant interference.

The dereverberation performance of our near-field robust
adaptive beamformer is also comparable to the one reported in
[28], where two reflection boards were arranged in a real room
experiment and the four-element far field robust adaptive beam-
former had an overall signal cancellation of 2 dB. It was also
shown there that the conventional far field nonrobust adaptive
beamformer had serious signal cancellation up to 10 dB. With
near-field adaptive beamforming (regionally constrained or
point-constrained), this was the case only for the high subband
array which had poor distance discrimination. It is noted that the
good distance discrimination in the lower frequency subband
beamformers helped to suppress the reverberant interference
and prevented the desired signal cancellation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a robust regionally con-
strained LCMV method for near-field adaptive beamforming
based on the fact that the eigen-structure of near-field signals
with a broad frequency band and over a spatial region can be
sufficiently approximated by its low rank subspace represen-

tation. A systematic design method has been developed for
the design of the linear constraints which filter on this signal
subspace and achieve accurate control of the beamformer
responses over the specified region and frequency band. The
designed near-field beamformer is dynamically adaptive to the
changing environment with robustness against large distance
and DOA errors. We have shown, via a nine-element linear array
example, that the proposed beamformer is able to tolerate a
distance error as large as of the presumed radial distance
and the DOA error as large as . Meanwhile, the proposed
method also improves distance discrimination of the near-field
beamformer without additional constraints. In the scenario
where the interfering signal is located at different distances
but with the same DOA as the desired signal, the nine-element
array beamformer is able to suppress the interfering signal
by more than 20 dB without harming the robustness of the
beamformer. The proposed method has also been applied to
subband adaptive beamformers of a 17-element nested array
in reverberant rooms. The results have demonstrated that the
distance discrimination of the near-field beamformers improves
the de-reverberation gain and reduces the desired signal can-
cellation.

Other significant advantages of the proposed method include
its direct time domain real arithmetic implementation, low com-
putational complexity, and no restrictions on the presence or ab-
sence of the desired signals during the data adaptation.
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